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ON WIENER PROCESS SAMPLE PATHS
BY

G. J. FOSCHINI AND R. K. MUELLER
Abstract. Let {Xt(u>)}represent a version of the Wiener process having almost
surely continuous sample paths on ( —oo, oo) that vanish at zero. We present a theorem
concerning the local nature of the sample paths. Almost surely the local behavior at
each t is of one of seven varieties thus inducing a partition of ( —oo, oo) into seven disjoint Borel sets of the second class. The process {Xt(œ)}can be modified so that almost
surely the sample paths are everywhere locally recurrent.

We begin by illustrating our terminology. A function fi(t) is said to properly
increase from the left at tQ if there exists a 8>0 such that/(r)-/(ro)<0
for all
t e (t0 —8, t0). A function/(/) is said to oscillate from the left at t0 if for all 3>0,
f(t)—f(t0) takes both positive and negative values in (t0 —S, t0). Similar notions
like points of improper increase, proper decrease from the right, oscillation from
the right and bilateral oscillation have the obvious definitions.
Theorem. Almost surely a sample path Xt(ai) admits the following exhaustive
disjoint partition of ( —oo, + oo) :
Qx[Xt(oS)]: A Gô of bilateral oscillation points which has complement of measure
zero.
Q2[Xt(co)]: A countable dense set of proper local maxima.
Q3[Xt(w)]: A countable dense set of proper local minima.
The remaining sets are each Gôa's (necessarily of measure zero) condensing about
each t e ( —oo, +00) and of first category:
QA\Xt(u>)]: The points where Xt(w) properly decreases from the left and oscillates

from the right.
ß5[Art(ü>)]: The points where XIco) properly increases from the left and oscillates

from the right.
Q6[ Xt(co)]: The points where Xt(oi) properly decreases from the right and oscillates

from the left.
Qi[Xt(ai)]:

The points where Xt(oS)properly increases from the right and oscillates

from the left.
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The result that almost surely the set of points of maximum is countable contradicts the following two statements in [1]:
... the set of points of maximum is, almost surely, of the power of the continuum in
every nonempty open interval.
.. .the set of values at the points of maximum though, almost surely, of the power
of the continuum....

(These contradictions in no way affect the validity of the remarkable main result
in [1].)
Proof of Theorem. Evidently { —Xtiw)}, {X_tiw)}, and {-X-tiw)}
are also
Wiener processes. This symmetry will prove useful in what follows.
Doob [2] shows that for any fixed / almost surely D + Xtia)= +oo. Thus by
Fubini's theorem almost surely {/ | D+Xtiof)= +co} has complement of measure
zero. Using the symmetry it follows that almost surely £={/: £ + Z((a))=+co,
D+Xtia>)= —oo, D~ Xtiw) = oo, D_Xtiœ)= -co} has complement of measure zero.
Since Qx[Xtiio)]=>K we see that Qx[Xtiw)] has complement of measure zero. We
leave the proof that Qx[Xtiof)] is a G6 for later.
Since Xtiw) is almost surely monotone on no interval, the local maxima (local
minima) of Xtiw) are almost surely dense in (-co, +co). Now almost surely all
local maxima (local minima) are proper. This follows from the following lemma

for which we are indebted to L. A. Shepp (private communication).
Lemma. Almost surely the images of local maxima of XtioJ) are distinct.
Proof. Let £ denote Wiener measure.

Define the random

variable

viXti<i>),I)

as the maximum value of Xtiw) on the closed interval I.
If Ir\J=0
it is sufficient to show P{w\viXtiu>), I) = viXtiw),J)} = 0 since
{cu|two local maxima

have the same ordinate}c(J/,

{w\viXtiw), £) = d(A^(co), J)}

where the union is taken over all pairs of disjoint closed intervals with rational
endpoints. To proveP{w\viXtiw), I) = d(Xtiw), J)}=0 for 7 n 7= 0 suppose 7= [a, b]

and J=[c, d]fora<b<c<d.lf

YiXtioSj)
= viXtioJ),I) and Z(A») = v{Xfa), J),

£(T=Z) = 0 since iY,Z) has a continuous distribution (absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure) [2].
Now the set of proper maxima of a continuous function is countable [3]. Thus
we have shown that almost surely Q2[Xtiojj\ and Q3[Xtiw)] are countable dense
sets.
By symmetry we can prove the statements about Qi[Xtiw)], i=4, 5, 6, 7, by only
considering Qi[Xti&)]. We limit our consideration to those X^w) having dense
enumerable points of proper maxima {mij, <«>)}f=0.
It suffices to show Qi[Xtia>)]
= Uy" o Tjiw) where each £/">) is a nowhere dense G6 condensing at m(J, co). We
defer the definition of Tjiw). Fix j and w. To facilitate our explanation we relabel
the / axis so m(J, o>)=0. Let y~jiw)={r | t^O, X¿w)^ X¿w) for Ogrgr}.
Except
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for t=0 each point of 0~lco) is such that Xt(co) properly decreases from the left.
Except for t = 0 each point in 0~j(oî) is either a local minimum or a member of
Qt[Xt(to)] since [1] shows that points of decrease almost surely do not occur.
We demonstrate that 0~j(ui) is perfect. Associate with each t e 0~j(co)the planar
line segment [(0, Xx(w)), (t, Xl<o))]. To show that 0~j(co)is closed we consider any
Cauchy sequence {tn}cz0'loi). The limit of the line segments associated with the tn
is precisely the line segment required for t to be in 0~j(o>).This is easily seen by
considering the cases tn f and tn j . So 0~j(oi) is closed. It remains to show that each
point in 0~j(cü)is a limit point. If r e 0~,{ai)is such that its associated open line
segment does not meet the graph of Xt(oi) then t is a limit point from the left of
points in 0~lco). Suppose t e 0~j(co)is such that its associated open line segment
meets the graph of Xt(oA (at one local minimum). Then since local minima cannot
recur Xt(co) oscillates from the right at t and thus r is a limit point from the right
of points in 0~j(tn). So 0~j(w) is perfect.

Define Tj(w) = 0'j(w) n ß4[Arf(o>)]. Now

0~)(caAis a perfect set of measure zero. Also Tico) was formed by removing K0
points from 0~j(co)and so Tico) is a nowhere dense Gó condensing at zero. We see
that QA\Xt(co)]is a G6a of first category condensing at each real number.
We can now conclude that almost surely Qx[Xt(co)] is a G6 since in the above
paragraph its complement was shown to be the union of four sets of the form
(Jyi o 0~j(oAeach of which are F„'s. This completes the proof of the theorem.
As mentioned previously [1] gives the remarkable result that almost surely a
sample path is devoid of points of increase and decrease. The weaker statement that
almost surely a sample path is devoid of points of improper increase and improper
decrease is an immediate consequence of Shepp's Lemma. The relative strength
of the role played by points of maxima as compared to the null role of points of
increase is further emphasized by noting that almost every sample path is completely determined by its maxima. This follows from the almost sure denseness of
the maxima and the continuity of the sample paths.
A function/(F) is said to be locally recurrent at t if there exists a sequence of
distinct points tn converging to t such that f(tn) =f(t). We shall modify the Wiener
process sample paths to obtain continuous, nonconstant sample paths which almost
surely are locally recurrent everywhere with a dense set of points of differentiability. Until recently the question of whether such a function could exist was an

unsolved problem [4].
Suppressing tu we let g(t) denote any Wiener process path for which the Theorem

is valid. Define

/„(/) = 0

if te(-00,0],

= g(t)

if re [0,1],

= g(l)

if te [l,oo).

Notice that f0 is locally recurrent except where g has a proper maximum or
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minimum on (0, 1). Let {m) be this set on (0, 1) and define /(/)={/
m^mj. Define
/,(/)= /,_i(0
if te i-co, m,},

= fi-i(m)

if t e [m¡,m¡+ 8¡],

= /í-i(/-Sí)

if te[mi + Si,+co),

[May

\j<i

and

where mx=mx and m¡ = m¡ + 2j6/<o <*,f°r '*> !• The number 8¡>0 is chosen so that
sup 1/ —/ _ ! | < 112'. It is possible to choose such a S( since / _ ! is uniformly
continuous. Thus given any e>0 there exists a S>0 such that ¡flit)—fi(y)\ <e
whenever \t—y\ < S. This implies that for k>m, sup \fi-fm\ < l/2m. We see that/
converges uniformly to a continuous function/
It is clear that / is nonconstant since it assumes the values 0 and gil). To see
that/is differentiable at a dense set of points observe that {m) is dense in (0, 1).
This implies that in every neighborhood there is an interval where/is constant,
for suppose not, then/on this interval, 01; equals/, on some interval, 02, of (0, 1).
But on 02 must be some mk. Thus/must be constant on a subinterval of 0X.
Finally to show that/is locally recurrent everywhere it is convenient to view the
mapping from fi to / as a sequence of stretchings of the / axis where the point m¡
becomes an interval of length 8, while points to the left of it are unchanged and
points to the right are translated by o¡ but maintain their original functional value.
We shall correspond points before the stretching to points or intervals after / is
constructed. If the original points were in ( —oo, 0] or [1, oo) they are transformed
into points where / is locally recurrent. If the original point was an m¡ its image
after the stretching process is clearly an interval where / is locally recurrent. It
remains to show that if / e (0, 1) and t <£{mj} then / is locally recurrent at î, the
image of / under the stretching. Look at an open interval containing î. This interval
must contain a point y which is an image of an mk and a y which is an image of an
m, such that y<î<y. Since/, is locally recurrent at x there is a w + î which is an
image of a v where mk^v¿m¡ and /0(d) =/0(/). Thus y < w < y and fiw) =/(f ).
An interesting consequence of this example is that it enables the decomposition
of the real line into c disjoint perfect sets. Evidently the inverse image of each point
in the range off is a perfect set.
In light of what we have covered in this paper it is interesting to consider the
following statement found in [5]. For any value a, the set Tw={t \ Xtiw)=a,
0 = / = 1} is for almost all w either empty or a perfect closed set ofLebesgue measure
zero. A cursory analysis of this statement might lead one to the erroneous conclusion that almost surely the inverse image of every functional value of A"t(iu),
0 = r = 1 is either empty or a perfect set.
There is a remarkable similarity between the local nature of the Wiener process
sample paths and the local nature of the Weierstrass function. We refer the reader
to Garg [6] for a discussion of the Weierstrass function.
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